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STATS

BIO

TOTAL REACH
80,105 followers

INSTAGRAM
23,363 followers
@thesmallfashionista

FACEBOOK
31,515 followers
thesmallfashionista

BLOG
24,520 sessions
thesmallfashionista.com

TWITTER
387 followers
@bloggerparent

PINTEREST
320 followers
worldoffalynn

YOUTUBE
110 subscribers
thesmallfashionista

   TheSmallFashionista.com was 
   launched in March of 2017 as a 
   place to share our daily small shop 
   fashions and has quickly transformed 
  into a blog read by thousands of 
  Mamas and Daddies, brought 
 together by their love of brands that 
keep their kids happy, healthy + looking
good without causing us to take out a 
 second mortgage on our rarely clean, 
  chaotic but happy homes.

      The Small Fashionista focuses on 
     subjects that parents can relate to… 
      parenting, food, fashion, hobbies 
       and even a little travel when our
        busy lives allow it.  Raising kids while 
         juggling a career and surviving 
            everyday life with the help of
             very large cups of coffee, 
             multiple times a day.

             The family behind The Small 
Fashionista is made up of Heather, Nelson, Lucia (12), 
Iyla (8) and Falynn (4). This family of 5 have been
brand influencers since May of 2015, providing 
brands with exposure through social media 
promotion, photography, videography and outside-
of-the-box marketing strategies.  Mom is a degree-
holding Graphic Designer and Marketing 
professional, focusing on social media and how it 
can save brands money while expanding their 
reach.

Over the years, we have worked with hundreds of
companies including:

Ranked #2,869 out of 
29,936 influencers in the 
Fohr Card Directory 
OAuth verified
as of 10/17/2017





How can you say no
to this face?

hello@thesmallfashionista.com

BLOG
$350 Dedicated Post
-Includes 3-5 High Res Images
-Includes 1 Post on IG/FB

VIDEO
$200 1-2 Min Video
-Includes production
-Includes dedicated post
on YouTube

$350 3-5 Min Video
-Includes production
-Includes dedicated post
on YouTube
-Includes teaser video on
Instagram

INSTAGRAM/FACEBOOK
$350 Dedicated Post
-Includes 3-5 High Res Images

$110 Promotional Share
-Must provide image/wording
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